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I support these proposed amendments to the Renewable Energy Act, because of the need for
transparency about the noise and wind mast data, and for serious consequences for
breaches of noise guidelines (non payment of RECS) if wind farm owners break the rules. I
live on a farm near Cootamundra, and there are a number of proposed wind farm
developments in our area, which will impact my family and friends if they go ahead.
There is a growing body of published research in this area, which I hope will be of use in
supporting these proposed amendments. I have listed a number of research publications
below. In addition the Acoustic Ecology Institute publishes a well balanced report on wind
farm noise each year, as well as providing pdf files of a number of key papers on wind farm
noise:
http://www.acousticecology.org/wind/
Thank you for taking the time to consider this submission.
Dr David Burraston
BSc (Hons), PhD
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